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Writing the 
Segmented/Mosaic 
Memoir Essay or 

Full-Length Book

1

DEFINITION
The segmented memoir is made up of discrete 
and typically short-ish sections or segments of 
writing separated by white space. It may also 

incorporate visual elements. 
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OTHER NAMES INCLUDE

§ Mosaic
§ Collage
§ Braided
§ Montage
§ Disjunctive, discontinuous, and fragmented
§ Vignette
§ Episodic 
§ Paratactic (a now-obscure grammatical term 

for "segments of discourse" arranged 
without connections or transitions)

§ Peripatetic (traveling from place to place, in 
particular referring to someone who is 
working or based in various places for 
relatively short periods of time)

3

§ Immensely popular as an essay format for memoir or creative non-
fiction. Robert Root (1998) calls it “the dominant form of the 
contemporary essay.” 

§ “For example, in a recent essay issue of Ploughshares, 14 of the 23 
essays are segmented by either paragraph breaks or some more 
pronounced method of subdividing. In an essay issue of American 
Literary Review, 15 out of 19 essays are segmented.” 

§ In my research of the essays in Ploughshares in 2022, 4 of the 5 essays 
are segmented, and all 8 out of 8 short fiction pieces are also 
segmented.

WINNER OF THE ESSAY 
POPULARITY CONTEST
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FULL-LENGTH MEMOIR 
BOOKS, A RUNNER-UP

5
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DEFINING FEATURES
§ It often, though not always, forgoes 

chronology, jumping from time period to time 
period and sometimes no time period 
because

§ It often, though not always, jumps in and out of 
narrative, in and out of story because

§ It often, though not always, weaves in other 
elements including non-fiction, image, and 
artifact.

§ It’s defined by white space on the page, 
making the writing discontinuous
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• It forgoes traditional transitions, leaving it up to 
the reader to find connections between the 
fragmented pieces. Readers must consider 
each segment in and of itself, but discern how 
the parts add up to a whole.

• There may be a range of styles in the writing. 
No common tone or style or mood is 
necessary. 

• The length of each fragment may vary from a 
single word to a paragraph to a page to a set 
of pages.
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ELEMENTS OTHER THAN  
NARRATIVE MAY INCLUDE

Dialogue, interviews, description, 
anecdotes, quotes, images, newspaper 

clips, drawings, poetry, song lyrics, memes, 
journal entries, dreams, recipes, dictionary 
definitions, synonyms, etymology, myths, 
jokes, letters, snippets, artifacts like ticket 

stubs, historical references, theory, facts and 
statistics, hyperlinked text, videos, etc. 
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• These elements may be devoid 
of context, seemingly dropped 
in out of nowhere, without 
explanation, though more 
commonly the context is clear or 
becomes clear as the piece 
continues and coheres and 
coagulates.

11

• These elements are held 
together by grout—the 
connective tissue that holds the 
parts together, that makes the 
writing cohesive, despite its 
disjunctions. This could be the 
piece’s subject matter, the theme 
or controlling idea of the piece, 
or the central questions the 
piece asks and explores. 
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“On November 7, 1993, Marion Woodman was diagnosed 
with uterine cancer. Here, in journal form, is the story of her 
illness, her healing process, and her acceptance of life and 

death. Breathtakingly honest about the factors she feels 
contributed to her cancer, Woodman also explains how she 
drew upon every resource-physical and spiritual-available 

to her to come to terms with her illness. Dreams and 
imagery, self-reflection and body work, and both traditional 

and alternative medicine play distinctive roles in 
Woodman's recovery. Her personal treasury of art, 

photographs, and quotations—from Dickinson to Blake to 
Rumi—embellish this unique chronicle of a very personal 

journey toward transformation.” 

[SUBJECT MATTER: illness, healing. THEME: acceptance 
of life and death. ELEMENTS: dreams, imagery, art, 

photographs, quotations]
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WHY SEGMENT A MEMOIR?

“The more complex the story is—that is, the more 
interwoven with other subjects, ideas, incidents, 

experiences it is—the harder it is to make it all connect in 
a linear way that doesn’t extend the narrative or the 
development beyond the patience of the writer and 

reader alike. Moreover, the connections and associations 
that come so readily in the memory and in the 

imagination often defy simple linearity, easy transition 
from one subtopic to the next, when the writer has to 

force them into words on a page.” (Robert Root)
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Some Advantages of the 
Segmented Memoir Format

§ The sheer unpredictability of it, the element of 
surprise and delight

§ Allows for a full emotional range of writing, exploring 
complexity and contradiction without having to 
smooth them over with transitions

§ May appeal to the short attention span of both the 
reader and the writer

§ Images, symbols, metaphors, ideas that might get 
buried in longer prose, in fuller paragraphs and 
pages, can be isolated and thus amplified

§ Intensity can be highlighted due to the staccato pace 
and the white space which acts as a frame around 
each piece, again amplifying the individual parts

22
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THE USE OF SPACE IN 
SEGMENTED MEMOIRS

“This Is What 
the Spaces 

Say”

23

THE USE OF SPACE IN 
SEGMENTED MEMOIRS

In comparison to a musical composition, the spaces are 
like the intervals of silence. 

“This is what the spaces say: In this interval of silence 
hold onto what you have just heard; prepare yourself to 

hear something different; ponder the ways these 
separatenesses are part of a whole.”

24
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In comparison to art, especially the triptych or 
polyptych (parallel panels widely separated, each 
panel framed and bordered, set off starkly from 

each other): 

25
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“This is what the spaces say: 
Stand up close and ponder each image on its own; stand 

further back and connect each panel to another panel that 
completes it as a pair or contrasts with it as an opposite; 

encompass all of it, remaining always aware of the borders 
and the individual panels but inviting an impression of the 

whole through its parts.”

27

In comparison to film:

”The spaces in a segmented essay are like the blackouts 
between scenes in a motion picture, like the face-out/fade-in, 

the imageless transition between disparate sequences of 
images, the slow dissolve that introduces a flashback, the 

crosscutting to parallel events.”
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THE SEGMENTED 
ESSAY/MEMOIR

The Miss Congeniality of Formats

30
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CHALLENGES OF THE 
SEGMENTED FORMAT

§ In fact, diversity and flexibility and creativity, the 
“anything goes” attitude that the segmented 
memoir affords, is its very challenge to a writer. 
What to put in? What to leave out? What to put in 
where, in what order? What belongs, and how to 
contain it? Where are edges drawn (the covers) and 
how many segments to include (the lines, 
paragraphs, pages)?

31

CHALLENGES OF THE 
SEGMENTED FORMAT

§ For intuitive writers especially (N on the Myers-Briggs 
typology assessment), there’s a sense that everything 
belongs, that everything is connected to everything 
else. Associations can be endless, and thus, the 
format can be overwhelming and allow for ceaseless 
tinkering. 

§ The writing itself needs to be compelling. Think of a 
buffet. Each food item needs to taste good in and of 
itself. A bunch of mediocre food does not make for a 
great buffet.

32
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CHALLENGES OF THE 
SEGMENTED FORMAT

§ For intuitive writers especially (N on the Myers-Briggs 
typology assessment), there’s a sense that everything 
belongs, that everything is connected to everything 
else. Associations can be endless, and thus, the 
format can be overwhelming and allow for ceaseless 
tinkering. 

§ The writing itself needs to be compelling. Think of a 
buffet. Each food item needs to taste good in and of 
itself. A bunch of mediocre food does not make for a 
great buffet. Or an album—if only one or two songs 
are good, the album as a whole is not good.
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CHALLENGES OF THE 
SEGMENTED FORMAT

§ As a writer, you don’t want to come across as lazy. 
While the reader has to work (sometimes hard) to make 
the connections between the segments, they should 
also sense you are in control, that there is method to 
your madness.

§ This format can require so much from the reader, who 
has to figure out how to read the structure as well as 
the content, a challenge they don’t have when the 
structure is linear or chronological.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
SYNTHESIS IN THE 

SEGMENTED MEMOIR
§ One of the challenges of this format is that 

the parts have to add up to a satisfying whole 
for the reader. While the parts may read as 
discontinuous fragments, by the time the 
reader is finished, they should sense a bigger 
picture has emerged.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
SYNTHESIS IN THE 

SEGMENTED MEMOIR
§ We are pattern-seeking and meaning-making 

human beings, and we can be frustrated when we 
don’t see—or read—either. 

43
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§ There needs to be a “there” there, a sense 
of some “aboutness.”

§ Analogy—the concept album. Woody 
Guthrie's 1940 Dust Bowl Ballads features 
15 tracks, all of which describe the troubles 
and difficulties of life in the 1930s. Frank 
Sinatra released In The Wee Hours of the 
Mornings in 1955, featuring songs about 
loneliness and heartache, and Come Fly 
With Me in 1958, featuring songs about 
traveling the world.

45

According to the 
band, the "wall" is the 

self-isolating barrier 
we build over the 

course of our lives, 
and the "bricks in the 
wall" are the people 

and events that turn us 
inward and away from 

others.”
Solitude can construct indestructible walls—that's Pink Floyd's 
ultimate message in their album 'The Wall'. As social animals, 
we're destined to interact with other human beings. That's 
humanity's intrinsic nature, after all: we must socialize to be 
part of something.
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HOW TO MAKE A “THERE” 
THERE

§ The exploration of a singular (or small number 
of) topic/s [solitude]

§ The exploration of a singular (or small number 
of) theme/s [humans are social animals and 
solitude can built walls that isolate us]

TOPIC = SUBJECT MATTER
THEME = PERSPECTIVE, POINT OF VIEW, MESSAGE, 
THE “WHAT ABOUT?” THE TOPIC

47

HOW TO MAKE A “THERE” 
THERE

§ The title (Hourglass: Time, Memory, Marriage)
§ The ending (stick the dismount)
§ A preface or introduction
§ An epigraph
§ A guiding question or set of connected 

questions (in text or on back cover)
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Think of topic and 
theme and titles and 

endings and 
introductions and 

epigraphs and 
guiding questions as 

grout—the 
connective tissue 

that holds the parts 
together, that makes 
the writing cohesive, 

despite its 
disjunctions. 

49

When Women 
Were Birds is a 
carefully crafted 

kaleidoscope that 
keeps turning 

around the 
question: What 
does it mean to 
have a voice?

50
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“How does a young couple 
make room for their individual 

desires, their evolving 
selfhoods, and their artistic 

ambitions while building a life 
together? Can they pursue 

other sexual partners, even live 
in separate cities, and keep 

their original passionate bond 
alive? Vanishing Twins looks for 

answers in psychology, 
science, pop culture, art, 

architecture, Greek mythology, 
dance, and language to create 
a lucid, suspenseful portrait of 
a woman testing the limits and 

fluidities of love.”

51

“What are the forces that shape our 
most elemental bonds? How do we 
make lifelong commitments in the 

face of identities that are 
continuously shifting, and commit 

ourselves for all time when the self is 
so often in flux? What happens to 

love in the face of the unexpected, 
in the face of disappointment and 

compromise--how do we wrest 
beauty from imperfection, find grace 
in the ordinary, desire what we have 
rather than what we lack? Drawing 

on literature, poetry, philosophy, and 
theology, Shapiro writes gloriously 

of the joys and challenges of 
matrimonial life, in a luminous 

narrative that unfurls with urgent 
immediacy and sharp intelligence.” 
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HOW TO MAKE A “THERE” 
THERE

§ Tell a story with an arc
§ A beginning, middle, and end, though it 

may be out of chronological order 
§ Transformational arc—there is a change over 

time, which could be a slow change or a 
brilliant epiphany.

§ The journey from question/s to answer/s

53

ORGANIZATIONAL/DESIGN 
TOOLS

• Blank space, asterisks, lines
• Numbered sections
• Headings or chapter titles
• Dates or times (headings)
• Dates or time markers (in text)—“That was 

twelve years ago,” “Today I think of it 
differently,” “Back then, if you would have 
told me.”

• Others (alphabet, pain scale, movies, body 
parts)
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EXAMPLES OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL/DESIGN 

TOOLS

• ”Scenes in the Life”
• The tarot deck in “The Friendship Tarot”
• The Greek alphabet in The Pure Lover
• I Am, I Am, I Am by Maggie O’Farrell

55
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EXAMPLES OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL/DESIGN TOOLS

• William Holtz numbers his thirteen sections of 
"Brother's Keeper: An Elegy" and begins eleven 
of them with the same sentence, "My brother 
now is dead," giving the segments the power of 
incantation or prayer. 

• Frederick Smock's "Anonymous: A Brief 
Memoir" is divided into segments subtitled by 
locations in his anonymous subject's home: 
"The Great-Room," "The Landing," "The Dining 
Room," and so on. 

57

EXAMPLES OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL/DESIGN TOOLS

• Paul Gruchow's "Eight Variations on the Idea of 
Failure" has eight numbered sections with self-
contained vignettes of varying length that 
thematically explore the subject of failure.

• Gilbert Arzola’s “Eight Months,” which counts 
down the months to his father’s death.

• David Levithan’s The Lover’s Dictionary: A Novel 
with alphabetical entries like “covet” or 
“jaded.”
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TECHNIQUES FOR 
SEGMENTING

§ JUXTAPOSITION—“Arrange the viewing of the 
panels so that you see their relationships in the 
juxtapositions rather than in a unified unbroken 
whole” (Root). Laying segments next to each other 
so they comment on each other.

§ ASSOCIATION—where one thought or image leads 
to another. Often a word or an image at the end of 
one segment will open another.

59

TECHNIQUES FOR 
SEGMENTING

• ACCUMULATION—the essay/book accrues meaning as 
it continues—like a snowball almost, as it rolls down the 
hill, picking up other pieces of snow. Take for instance, 
“marriage is hard” as a theme. Each fragment can tell a 
story of marriage, yours or others, and they eventually 
accumulate into a very convincing argument.

• SEQUENCING—akin to a chronological approach. 
Could be done by time, by space, by alphabet, by 
directions in a recipe, etc. 

60
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TECHNIQUES FOR 
SEGMENTING

• PARALLELISM—where you alternate one strand with another. 
Segments on your mother and your father. Four first dates—
paralleling them. Three different jobs. One home versus another. 
Five different vacations. This could be comparison or contrast. 
The difference between juxtaposition and parallelism is that 
parallelism requires a pattern or similarity, a resemblance or 
correspondence, versus juxtaposition which could be any two 
things side by side. Parallelism requires a metaphoric rhyme, 
whereas juxtaposition can be more cacophonous. Comparing 
one job to one landscape is juxtaposition. Comparing a first date 
to a trip to a foreign country is juxtaposition. 

61

TECHNIQUES FOR 
SEGMENTING

• PATTERNING—choosing a design pattern and filling it, 
like a tarot deck, or rooms of a house, or body parts, or 
shoes one has worn, or the four directions, or the pain 
scale, etc.

• CROSS-CUTTING—cutting from past to present, or 
cutting between memory and history, or story and ideas

• REPETITION—a phrase or sentence that is often 
repeated, as in Root’s “This is what the spaces say,” or as 
in Holtz’s “My brother now is dead”
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TECHNIQUES FOR 
SEGMENTING

• THE CALL BACK—the repetition or replication of an 
image, story, character, idea, or other element of the 
piece that serves to weave the piece together

63

SEGMENTED/MOSAIC ESSAY 
ORGANIZATIONAL TEMPLATE 

 
My topic(s) is:  

§ Love, longing, being single 
 
My theme(s) is: 

§ Being single is a mixed bag 
§ We need to appreciate our partners when we have them 
§ We need to be patient for our partners to arrive and ready ourselves for their 

arrival 
 
My guiding question(s)—stated or unstated—is:  

§ ?? 
 
The transformational arc (if one is present) is: 

§ The shift from being focused on finding a partner to being focused on 
becoming the best person so we can deserve the partners we find 

 
My element(s) is:  

§ Poetry, quantum physics, music, anecdotes, dialogue 
 
My title is: 

§ All I Want for Christmas: Scenes in the Life of a Single Girl 
 
My organizational/design tool(s) is: 

§ Discrete scenes 
§ Time markers 

 
My technique(s) for segmenting is: 

§ Accumulation 
§ Sequencing 
§ Parallelism (conversations with other single friends) 
§ The call back 
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Shame Anecdote: The Ladybug Necklace 
§ Told not to do something but did it 

anyway 
§ Lied about it 
§ Putting things in mouth, like 

fingernails—oral fixation 
§ Should be able to control 
§ “That’s what you get” 

Shame Versus Guilt 
§ Brené Brown distinction—some 

quotes from her work 
§ Other definitions? 
§ Why shame and not just guilt?  

Shame Anecdote: Finding Out My 
Ancestors Owned Slaves 
§ Ancestry.com 
§ My work with Martin Luther King, Jr. 
§ Confederate flag at cemetery—

remove? 
§ Visiting ancestral sites in the deep 

south 
§ Family refusal to feel shame—it 

wasn’t us 
Types of Shame 
§ Body shame 
§ Sexuality shame 
§ Shame for hungers and longings 
§ Shame for racial incidents 
§ Religious shame (sinner) 
§ Family shame (alcoholism) 
§ Ancestral shame 
§ So many sites of shame 

Mother’s Shame 
§ Pregnancy out of marriage 
§ Having sex at all  
§ Marriage failing 
§ Second marriage a disaster 
§ Everything I learned about shame, I 

learned from my mother 

Research About Shame 
§ Physical effects 
§ Psychological effects 
§ Men versus women? 
§ Predisposition to shame? 
§ Intergenerational shame 
§ More Brené Brown—“shame 

researcher” 
§ Other? 

Shame Anecdote: First Exploration of 
Sexuality 
§ Halloween story w/Lisa Barker 
§ Fuzzy memory of facts but clear 

memory of shame 
§ Not able to tell anyone 
§ Not having any language for what 

happened  
§ Must be kept secret 

Secrecy and Shame 
§ You’re only as sick as your secrets 
§ List of secrets 
§ Grandmother not telling story of her 

parents’ accident 
§ The things I’ll write about—the 

things I won’t (will still keep secrets 
from reader) 

 

Cultural References About Shame 
§ Artwork? 
§ Adam and Eve—other myths? 
§ Film—“Shame” +? 
§ Song—“It’s a Shame” +? 
§ Trump—no shame—politicians and 

shame changing over time 
§ Memes? 
§ Others? 
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